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Jacob Janowski’s luck had run out--orphaned and penniless, he had no direction
until he landed on a rickety train that was home to the Benzini Brothers Most
Spectacular Show on Earth. A veterinary student just shy of a degree, he was put
in charge of caring for the circus menagerie. It was the Great Depression and for
Jacob the circus was both his salvation and a living hell. There he met Marlena,
the beautiful equestrian star married to August, the charismatic but brutal animal
trainer. And he met Rosie, an untrainable elephant who was the great hope for
this third-rate traveling show. The bond that grew among this group of misfits
was one of love and trust, and ultimately, it was their only hope for survival.
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Editorial Review

Amazon.com Review
Jacob Jankowski says: "I am ninety. Or ninety-three. One or the other." At the beginning of Water for
Elephants, he is living out his days in a nursing home, hating every second of it. His life wasn't always like
this, however, because Jacob ran away and joined the circus when he was twenty-one. It wasn't a romantic,
carefree decision, to be sure. His parents were killed in an auto accident one week before he was to sit for his
veterinary medicine exams at Cornell. He buried his parents, learned that they left him nothing because they
had mortgaged everything to pay his tuition, returned to school, went to the exams, and didn't write a single
word. He walked out without completing the test and wound up on a circus train. The circus he joins, in
Depression-era America, is second-rate at best. With Ringling Brothers as the standard, Benzini Brothers is
far down the scale and pale by comparison.

Water for Elephants is the story of Jacob's life with this circus. Sara Gruen spares no detail in chronicling the
squalid, filthy, brutish circumstances in which he finds himself. The animals are mangy, underfed or fed
rotten food, and abused. Jacob, once it becomes known that he has veterinary skills, is put in charge of the
"menagerie" and all its ills. Uncle Al, the circus impresario, is a self-serving, venal creep who slaps people
around because he can. August, the animal trainer, is a certified paranoid schizophrenic whose occasional
flights into madness and brutality often have Jacob as their object. Jacob is the only person in the book who
has a handle on a moral compass and as his reward he spends most of the novel beaten, broken, concussed,
bleeding, swollen and hungover. He is the self-appointed Protector of the Downtrodden, and... he falls in
love with Marlena, crazy August's wife. Not his best idea.

The most interesting aspect of the book is all the circus lore that Gruen has so carefully researched. She has
all the right vocabulary: grifters, roustabouts, workers, cooch tent, rubes, First of May, what the band plays
when there's trouble, Jamaican ginger paralysis, life on a circus train, set-up and take-down, being run out of
town by the "revenooers" or the cops, and losing all your hooch. There is one glorious passage about
Marlena and Rosie, the bull elephant, that truly evokes the magic a circus can create. It is easy to see
Marlena's and Rosie's pink sequins under the Big Top and to imagine their perfect choreography as they
perform unbelievable stunts. The crowd loves it--and so will the reader. The ending is absolutely ludicrous
and really quite lovely. --Valerie Ryan

From Publishers Weekly
With its spotlight on elephants, Gruen's romantic page-turner hinges on the human-animal bonds that drove
her debut and its sequel (Riding Lessons and Flying Changes)—but without the mass appeal that horses hold.
The novel, told in flashback by nonagenarian Jacob Jankowski, recounts the wild and wonderful period he
spent with the Benzini Brothers Most Spectacular Show on Earth, a traveling circus he joined during the
Great Depression. When 23-year-old Jankowski learns that his parents have been killed in a car crash,
leaving him penniless, he drops out of Cornell veterinary school and parlays his expertise with animals into a
job with the circus, where he cares for a menagerie of exotic creatures[...] He also falls in love with Marlena,
one of the show's star performers—a romance complicated by Marlena's husband, the unbalanced, sadistic
circus boss who beats both his wife and the animals Jankowski cares for. Despite her often clichéd prose and
the predictability of the story's ending, Gruen skillfully humanizes the midgets, drunks, rubes and freaks who
populate her book. (May 26)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From The New Yorker

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000242411


To replicate the salty vernacular of a Depression-era circus, Gruen, in her third novel, did extensive research
in archives and in the field, and her work pays off admirably. The Benzini Brothers Most Spectacular Show
on Earth is a roving fleabag ensemble of "cooch tents," "kinkers," and "hay burners," whose tyrannical m.c.
is always on the lookout for "born freaks." Unfortunately, Jacob Jankowski, the novel's narrator and
protagonist, carries less conviction than the period idiom. Recalling, near the end of his life, his work as a
veterinarian for the circus and his love for a colleague's wife, he comes off as so relentlessly decent—an
unwavering defender of animals, women, dwarves, cripples, and assorted ethnic groups—that he ceases to be
interesting as a character.
Copyright © 2006 The New Yorker - click here to subscribe.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Anthony Anderson:

Within other case, little men and women like to read book Water for Elephants: A Novel. You can choose
the best book if you appreciate reading a book. As long as we know about how is important a new book
Water for Elephants: A Novel. You can add information and of course you can around the world by the
book. Absolutely right, simply because from book you can understand everything! From your country until
foreign or abroad you can be known. About simple point until wonderful thing you may know that. In this
era, you can open a book or maybe searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You may use it when
you feel bored stiff to go to the library. Let's examine.

David Smith:

This book untitled Water for Elephants: A Novel to be one of several books in which best seller in this year,
here is because when you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this
specific book in the book retailer or you can order it via online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book
too. It makes you quickly to read this book, since you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no
reason for your requirements to past this reserve from your list.

Lawrence Caulfield:

Is it an individual who having spare time then spend it whole day by means of watching television programs
or just resting on the bed? Do you need something new? This Water for Elephants: A Novel can be the reply,
oh how comes? The new book you know. You are so out of date, spending your free time by reading in this
completely new era is common not a geek activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?

David Burch:

A lot of guide has printed but it is unique. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the best
book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is named of book Water for
Elephants: A Novel. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it could possibly add
your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about



publication. It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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